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 Hegemony and strategic culture: American power
 projection and alliance defence politics

 Bradley S. Klein*

 Hegemony and Strategic Studies

 The whole field of Strategic Studies bears the crippling legacy of having abstracted
 question of war and peace from their embeddedness in historically produced
 relations of social movements, political economy and culture. The very objects of
 strategic analysis?states and their mutual security alliances?are presumed to have
 been there from the start. And the principles underpinning their interactions are
 likewise construed as consistent with the rules governing a state system first made
 evident in Thucydides' The Peloponnesian War.

 A modicum of plausibility sustains these assumptions insofar as the only terrestrial
 units able to undertake grand military strategy have been states that have constituted
 themselves as domestically legitimate entities. But then this enabling condition has to
 be explained rather than simply assumed. Normally, however, strategists erase from
 political and historical memory these conditions of possibility for the conduct of
 military affairs.

 Yet it has never been a simple matter to create the state so dear to the hearts of
 realist strategists: to create, in Max Weber's terms, that 'human community that
 (successfully) claims the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force within a
 given community\I Within a realist discourse anticipated by Machiavelli's The
 Prince and first fully envisioned in Hobbes' Leviathan, this state is emplaced above
 its citizenry, its political economy and its culture. From on high the state presides
 over these lowly moments of history, protecting them and offering the masses a
 model of leadership worthy of widespread assent. Strategy, then, or to be precise,
 political-military strategy, is only possible on these terms of having erected a state
 apparatus which co-ordinates political life and which then assumes responsibility for
 confronting the tough strictures of an invariably conflictual world inhabited by like
 structured legitimate entities. From the strategic point of view, war presents itself as a
 challenge to the prevailing state system because it threatens the prevailing order, an
 order comprised preeminently of states.2

 * Initial research for this paper was conducted under a grant from the German Academic
 Exchange Service (DAAD). It developed out of two earlier papers: 'Amerikanische strategische
 Kultur: ''Ausschw?rmende Abschreckung" und europaische Sicherheitspolitik\ S + F:
 Vierteljahresschrift fur Sicherheit und Frieden, 3 (November 1985), pp. 237-42; and 'Macht
 projektion durch "ausschw?rmende Abschreckung": Zur strategischen Kultur der Vereinigten
 Staaten', in Amerikanische Mythen, Frank Unger, editor (Frankfurt: Campus, 1988).

 I am grateful to Richard K. Ashley, Stephen R. Gill, Frank Unger, R. J. Vincent and Herbert
 Wulf for their extensive comments on earlier drafts. The current version was presented at the
 1987 Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, Chicago.
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 134  Hegemony and strategic culture

 In early modern Europe these concerns gave rise to a balance of power politics
 wherein the object of strategy was to ensure that no single state became dominant?
 dominance here understood in traditional realist terms as related to the actions of a
 particular hegemon. The means of strategy involved a whole panoply of political
 military instruments ranging from limited warfare to diplomacy in the name of pro
 tecting civil society from incursions from without. That state would prevail which
 had a preponderance of the elements of national power; power understood,
 according to this point of view, in terms of material sources of economic strength,
 military firepower, and the ability of a national leadership to mobilize its populace.

 This realist understanding always took?and still takes?place against an un
 examined background of legitimately constituted states. The only significant question
 for international relations theorists thereby becomes which state(s) shall prevail,
 how, and with what means. This is the issue of realist hegemony, of dominance, of
 being able to prevail and to set the terms of order globally so that some other power
 will not prevail instead. In this classical parlance, then, the issue is of the relative
 competition and stability among the leading states, only one of which can use its
 dominance to help preserve world order. And simply stated, the problem today of
 world politics in general and of the Western Alliance in particular is that the United
 States seems to have lost much of its once-unquestioned leadership across the whole
 spectrum of dominance, whether military, economic or political.

 This conception of hegemony, a conception prevalent among those concerned with
 America's place in the Alliance, presupposes a radical distinction between the rules of
 domestic society and the rules of international society. The former, the realm of
 politics within states, is construed as relatively unproblematic, unitary, consensual,
 i.e. the realm of what lawyers call the municipal society. Outside the state's borders,
 however, beyond the water's edge, in that formally anarchic realm of international
 life there reigns, by contrast, chaos and unrest. Security dilemmas impeding co
 operation abound. And only the efforts of cultivating ties of state interdependence
 can mitigate the ensuing harshness of a tough state system. Out of this view of statist
 hegemony there arises the need for certain states to call upon allies discriminately in
 arranging for their security. This effort was no more heroically undertaken than
 among the leaders of the Western Alliance in the aftermath of the Second World
 War.3

 Another view of hegemony is available to us, however: one that does not rely as
 does realism upon rigid dichotomies between internal and external, domestic and
 foreign, the state and the state system. This is a perspective informed by the critical

 Marxism of Antonio Gramsci.4 Its central concern is with the political production of
 relations of dominance by which class rule becomes normalized and 'seen' as
 legitimate.

 For Gramsci, the location of the state over civil society is not some timeless
 universal given, but rather a particular historical achievement characteristic of
 modern class rule by which a culturally and intellectually sophisticated bourgeoisie
 has sought to integrate subordinate classes, and to do so along lines that are more
 nearly consensual than coercive. From this standpoint, hegemony concerns the pro
 duction of legitimacy, the co-optation of radical challenges to bourgeois dominance
 and the construction of culturally integrative networks by which the working class
 and subaltern groups are absorbed within a political structure which bridges the
 historical antagonisms within civil society.

 For students of international relations, this conception enables one to focus on the
 production of legitimacy: on the power relations of particular regimes and classes
 which are able to generate ideas and practices that gain the normalizing status of
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 common currency. The production of these relations in international politics occurs
 at two levels, the one within the territorially bounded state; the other among those
 states in a more or less singular hegemonic world order. Robert W. Cox has sought to
 unite these two levels of hegemony in international relations as follows:

 ... the state, which remains the primary focus of social struggle and the
 basic entity of international relations, is the enlarged state which includes its
 own social basis. This view sets aside a narrow or superficial view of the state
 which reduces it, for instance, to the foreign policy bureaucracy or the state's
 military capabilities.5

 On the basis of this tentative notation, it would appear that, historically,
 to become hegemonic a state would have to found and protect a world order

 which was universal in conception, i.e., not an order in which one state
 directly exploits others but an order which most other states (or at least those
 within reach of the hegemony) could find compatible with their interests. . .
 A world hegemony is thus in its beginnings an outward expansion of the
 internal (national) hegemony established by a dominant social class.6

 Thus far, however, the debate about hegemony, from both realist/neorealist
 writers and from more critical theorists in the neo-Gramscian mould, has focused
 upon the production and distribution of power in the international political
 economy. Of major concern has been the role of transnational capital and inter
 national regimes. To the extent that questions of military strategy and war have been
 treated at all by parties to this debate, it has been the neo-Gramscians who appear to
 have abdicated the issue to the traditionalists. It may be convenient to ignore
 Strategic Studies altogether by furtively dismissing it as an ideological enterprise
 which is entirely parasitic upon the structures of international trade. Indeed, this
 seems to have been done. In what appears to be a residual acquiescence in a crude
 base/superstructure dichotomy that has otherwise been discarded in debates about
 international political economy and regimes, critics in this tradition have not relied
 upon the expanded conception of hegemony to explore how major state actors draw
 upon military force to ensure their access to global markets and to underpin their
 particular constructions of world order.7 Thus we are left with a certain lacuna
 insofar as the critical insights of an expanded appreciation of hegemony have not
 been deployed to explain contemporary military strategy and the accompanying
 militarization of world politics. In other words, we need to turn the insights derived
 from Gramscian conceptions of hegemony to an account of how the West under

 American aegis has been able to legitimize its extraordinary?and increasing?
 contribution to the pathologies of the world military order.

 Strategic culture

 The starting point of such an enterprise is to treat military strategy as a cultural
 practice. Conservatives have long-understood this, as their frantic efforts at political
 reform in exchange for the mobilization of citizen armies in the early nineteenth
 century attests. In its contemporary guise, such a conservative appreciation has taken
 the form of bemoaning the effects of liberal democratic principles upon the ability of
 states (i.e. Western states) today to maintain a requisite level of military mobilization
 and to prosecute limited wars (such as Vietnam).8 But an important, if theoretically
 impoverished, insight underlies this effort; namely, that if the modern state is to
 secure and reproduce its way of life it will have to find some means of legitimizing its

 military activities.
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 The point of the concept of strategic culture is to historicize what has lain implicit
 in realist theories of hegemony; the point, too, is to render palpable the political
 production of hegemony articulated at a theoretical level by the Gramscian
 conception of hegemony. A critical account of strategic culture displaces attention
 from the anarchic world of a Hobbesian state system to the terms of relations
 between the state and civil society: for it is here, between the state and civil society,
 that a political body reserves for itself the right and the ability to rely upon force in
 defence?and in pursuit?of that which is construed to be vital for the social repro
 duction of its domestic way of life.

 Strategic culture refers to the way in which a modern hegemonic state relies upon
 internationally deployed force. The concept embodies the state's war-making style,
 understood in terms of its military institutions and its accumulated strategic
 traditions of air, land and naval power. But strategic culture is more than mere

 military style, for it emerges from an infrastructure of technology and an armaments
 sector. Most importantly, it is based upon the political ideologies of public discourse
 that help define occasions as worthy of military involvement. These considerations,
 in turn, mean that strategic culture has much to do with the geopolitical status of a
 particular country and of its relations with allies and adversaries. Thus a nation's
 strategic culture emerges from a web of international practices, both diplomatic and
 economic, that implicates the country abroad and that constrains the range of
 activities comprising the political economy of domestic society. These constraints
 establish the range within which decision-makers arrive at policies through debates in
 the foreign policy bureaucracy. And these constraints are interpreted by the public?
 and by realists?as comprising the 'realities', the givens, of international relations.

 But this political web of interpretation and action is not some tightly structured
 mechanism. It is, rather, embedded in a looser set of cultural relations that infuse any
 society and that play a constitutive role in the making of political-military strategy.
 But most importantly for our purposes, and in ways that do not readily lend them
 selves to systematic or structural analysis, strategic culture in this tradition involves
 widely available orientations to violence and to the ways in which the state can
 legitimately use violence against putative enemies. In this sense, popular representa
 tions of violence and of the 'enemy' against whom violence is to be legitimately
 deployed become significant artefacts insofar as they construct as plausible a distinct
 range of identities and render others unavailable or implausible.9 To study strategic
 culture is to study the cultural hegemony of organized state violence.

 American strategic culture

 American strategic culture can best be understood in terms of 'power projection'.
 This refers to the ability of the United States to extend its military forces well beyond
 its national borders. The primary instruments of this capability are naval and aerial
 forces, and they find their most dramatic expression in the form of the aircraft
 carrier. The definitive characteristic of this conventional and nuclear power
 projection is the ability to deliver enormous destructive power abroad, and to do so in
 ways that manifest a neat, clean, surgically precise and controllable orientation to
 warfare while enabling a populace to remain thoroughly, indeed morally, convinced
 of its overwhelmingly defensive nature.

 This is the strategic culture of a country that always goes to war 'over there',
 overseas. It is a country that has remained relatively isolated from world affairs
 because of its geography; surrounded by the great expanse of two oceans and by two
 countries, Canada and Mexico, that have never posed a serious military threat.10 And
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 it is a country whose rise to globalism was unaccompanied by any classical balance of
 power considerations and which was able to understand itself as exceptional: either
 removed from the conventional security dilemmas of land powers or, when aroused
 and involved, convinced of the moral and ideological propriety of its new-found
 responsibilities.

 In his Farewell Address, George Washington noted the peculiarity of these
 conditions when he suggested that the United States need not emulate the traditional
 European powers with their heavy alliance commitments and standing armies.11
 Instead, he argued, the United States should rely upon its commercial strength to
 trade with all nations. Thus 'the first new nation' was able to enter into international

 relations on terms that differed fundamentally from those that prevailed on the
 Continent.12

 But as Alexander Hamilton had foreseen in 'Federalist No. 11', America's
 maritime commerce would engender overseas suspicions: about possible US inter
 ference with European navigation, about the prospects of American commercial
 greatness, and about the consequences of an American challenge to traditional British
 maritime supremacy.13 Hamilton argued that in the face of such rationally grounded
 suspicions the United States would have to forgo a truly laissez-faire policy of 'passive
 commerce' and pursue instead what he called 'active commerce' by means of a
 national navy that would protect US trade interests at sea and abroad.

 Until the end of the nineteenth century, however, American naval strategy was not
 prepared to pursue such an active policy. As established under President Jefferson,
 the US Navy was limited to coastal defence, countering piracy on the open seas and
 dispatching landing parties of US Marines, primarily to Latin America. Only with the
 doctrinal innovations wrought by Captain Alfred Thayer Mahan did the United
 States acquire a protracted naval war-fighting capability. As Mahan showed,
 American commercial policy required an active defence policy capable of defeating
 enemy forces at sea rather than a strictly defensive military strategy confined to
 coastal security which would leave 'the enemy at sea at ease as regards his own
 interests, and at liberty to choose his own time and manner of fighting'.14 Naval
 forces in the service of open sea lanes, he concluded, were decisive in peacetime?
 as well as in wartime.

 These thoughts were developed as the United States first achieved prominence as a
 twc-ocean power. The doctrinal justifications offered in the Monroe Doctrine were
 now consolidated with the securing of Cuba and Panama; and access into the Far
 Pacific was assured by way of the establishment of naval bases in Hawaii and the
 Philippines. Moreover, with the opening of the Panama Canal these were no longer
 two separate spheres of operations but part of one unified vision of America's place
 in the world. Nothing demonstrated this better than the dramatic world tour made by
 an American naval convoy during President Theodore Roosevelt's administration.

 A half-a-century later, at the end of the Second World War, Mahan's emphasis
 upon the politically defensive character of an offensive military strategy contributed
 to the legitimacy of nuclear deterrence. Traditional accounts of the evolution of
 nuclear strategy underplay this political dimension of deterrence and instead stress
 the operational innovations of early air power theorists. Thus the counter-city
 strategic bombing first articulated by the interwar Italian air theorist Guilio Douhet is
 viewed as decisive for early deterrence theory.15 Major Alexander P. De Seversky's
 arguments for 'Victory Through Air Power' in a 1942 American best-seller of that
 name are similarly stressed; after all, the slogan 'victory through air power' became
 the motto of the post-war Strategic Air Command.16 But important as these works
 were in establishing the terms of debate over the conduct of aerial operations, they
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 are essentially relevant only for wartime. As examples of the 'war is hell' genre, they
 advocate the conduct of total operations against, as Douhet particularly emphasized,
 the urban populace of enemy countries. Happily, for those who conduct such
 operations, and for the populace of the country that deploys such forces, the carnage
 takes place 'over there', far beyond the homeland against the netherworld of the
 externalized enemy.

 But something more is needed to fashion the legitimacy of such a strategy?and to
 be able to construct an architectonic of peacetime nuclear deterrence around the
 globe in its image. And this is where Mahan's writings gain an importance that
 transcends the merely military operational aspects of achieving command of the air
 and victory through air power. The real point of nuclear strategy is to have it 'quietly'
 in place and to rely upon its latent force as a permanent threat designed to organize
 international relations without having to resort to the dirty work of actually firing off
 the weapons.

 The genius of nuclear deterrence is to have combined in inextricable fashion two
 contradictory modes, the one declaratory, the other operational. At the level of what
 is called 'declaratory policy', American nuclear strategy has been explained and
 popularly understood in terms of defensiveness, retaliation and deterrence. But the
 operational moment of nuclear strategy has remained?until recently?beyond the
 pale of public discourse. At this other level, in terms of what is called 'action policy',
 we see in nuclear deterrence what Mahan almost a century ago argued for in terms of
 America's naval strategy: active counterforce war-fighting.17 Indeed, a counterforce
 nuclear war-fighting capability has been part of US action policy since 1948 under
 the 'HALFMOON' emergency war plan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.18 Though not
 discernible in the public debates about massive retaliation and Mutual Assured
 Destruction, arguments for a war-fighting action policy can be seen in the more
 esoteric debates coming out of the professional defence community regarding the
 'New Look' of the Eisenhower administration and the need for more flexible
 options.19

 Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara understood this need clearly and wrote it
 into the revised Single Integrated Operations Plan (SIOP) for 1963 which covered
 targeting options. When he publicly acknowledged such plans in his 1962 address at

 Ann Arbor, Michigan, the furore over the apparent shift in American policy led him
 not to revise US war plans but to speak more cautiously about them.20 The point here
 is two-fold: first, that nuclear war-fighting has its origins in administrations before
 Jimmy Carter's and Ronald Reagan's; and second, that this policy was well under
 stood by a professional defence community, though available in public discourse
 only in tension with the more widely accepted framework of a declaratory nuclear
 strategy highlighting deterrence as a retaliatory, defensive policy.

 To the extent that an operational action policy was part of public debate, it was
 always in the sanitized terms of an esoteric strategic discourse. The terms of post-war
 American power projection were reduced to an insular, depoliticized, deracinated
 enterprise with its own technocratic nomenclature. Civilian, think-tank strategists
 devised the operational plans for the whole range of nuclear weapons systems. These
 analysts, whose training was in mathematics, game theory and econometrics,
 displayed little regard for either the political conditions that might lead to a war or
 what it would actually be like to have to fight one. The conditions leading to war were
 construed abstractly, as was its conduct. Nuclear war became a matter of sending
 messages, taking out targets of opportunity, exchanging cities, securing intrawar
 deterrence through escalation dominance and limiting collateral damage to
 acceptable levels?of 20 million dead.21 Even more classically trained analysts like
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 Paul Nitze and Henry Kissinger argued by the mid-1950s that the appropriate
 analogy for nuclear war-fighting, whether strategic or tactical, was the naval
 engagement at. open sea, where the battle was contained in-close and where a small
 advantage could mean a decisive breakthrough, and thus victory.22

 The talent to draw up these kinds of aseptic scenarios in which everything is neat
 and clean?in which there is no room for what Carl von Clausewitz called 'friction',
 the likelihood that things will go awry in war?is the product of a culture that has
 never experienced the impact of mechanized warfare, whose cities have never been
 bombarbed, whose land has never been overrun by modern armies, and which not
 only was spared the immediate horrors of the Second World War but which emerged
 as the strongest post-war power in terms of industrial output, economic growth and
 ideological self-confidence.

 Conservatives like Colin Gray and Carnes Lord bemoan the significant place
 achieved by civilian strategists in American political culture.23 It would seem these
 armchair 'wizards of Armageddon'24 have so little understanding of war that they
 have saddled the United States with an unworkable strategy of deterrence that, claim
 the traditionalists, is really not a military strategy at all. But such observations from
 the ranks of these quasi-caesarists miss the whole genius of so sophisticated a political
 and intellectual construct as strategic discourse. For the avatars of strategic
 discourse, ensconced in their think tanks and hired out as 'Beltway bandits' by the

 Washington defence analysis agencies, greatly contribute to the insinuation of
 military strategy within the acceptable limits of civilian understanding. As such, we
 can construe the activities of professional civilian strategists as part of the domestic
 political strategy of consensus building and the domestication of dissent. These
 strategists are the organic intellectuals of the post-war militarized state. The effect of
 their work is to co-opt critique by enframing strategy within a techno-logic of
 deterrence and arms control.

 The export of American strategic culture

 Traditional accounts of post-war American strategy stress the development of an
 'extended deterrence' framework that covered US allies as well as the homeland.
 Such a strategic undertaking is understood as the culminating point in a more
 dramatic historical process by which the United States had, since at least the turn of
 the century, been accumulating global responsibilities. But such uncritical accounts
 are wedded to a realist interpretation of this enterprise insofar as they construe
 extended deterrence as an attempt to extend US strategic guarantees to other states,
 whose national interests resided in their acquiescing in this generous act of liberal
 internationalism. What remains unclear is the extent to which the American strategic
 enterprise of extended deterrence was part of a more ambitious effort penetrating the
 civil societies of both its own country and of the countries to whom deterrence was
 extended. For the post-war staying power of nuclear strategy and its embeddedness in
 the practical experience of Western life and of the world order as a whole required a

 more diffuse effort of strategic penetration than that simply tendered at the level of
 consenting actors in the gentlemanly fashion of classical diplomatic statesmanship.

 At one level, the level found in traditional Strategic Studies, the abstract, depoliti
 cized character of American strategy severed debates about nuclear deterrence from
 the political economy that sustained it. These 'debates' interpreted the need for
 nuclear deterrence entirely in terms of meeting the challenge of what was perceived as
 'the Soviet threat'. The fundamental issue here is not whether post-war threat assess

 ments were right or wrong, but rather that they could become operationalized in
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 terms of nuclear containment. In the immediate post-war world the United States was
 in an extraordinarily privileged position to act upon its understanding of the Soviet

 Union and to establish a world order that sought to isolate and encircle the Socialist
 world. Containment, nuclear containment, and what came to be called extended
 deterrence, were not just security measures undertaken to hold off putative Soviet
 expansionism but were alloyed with a more ambitious global strategy of exporting
 American power projection. Both as a specific military strategy and as a more general
 cultural orientation, the United States erected a security framework for post-war
 economic and political reconstruction and the internationalization of liberal capital
 under multilateral terms.

 Containment in the form of nuclear deterrence required diverse resources solely
 available to the United States in the aftermath of the Second World War: capital
 reserves, gold stockpiles, currency stability and economic infrastructures yielding
 industrial output and technological innovation that were in fact expanded?not
 devastated?by the war. Together with clear nuclear superiority and political leader
 ship among the Western powers, the United States was able to establish its
 hegemony within the Alliance. And it was able to establish this hegemony on two
 levels.

 The one level concerned a strategic framework of deterrence tied to a monopoly of
 the atomic bomb and of the means to deliver it. The second concerned the infra
 structures and resources required for the internationalization of American capital
 under the terms of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the Inter
 national Monetary Fund, the Marshall Plan and developmental loan assistance under
 President Truman's Point Four programme.

 Military strategy and international political economy converged on each of these
 two planes. A global forward defence network of military alliances and bases in
 Greenland, Iceland, Great Britain, Italy, Turkey, the Philippines, Korea, Japan and
 Alaska completed American 'power projection'. The United States was able to pay
 for these bases because its dollar, having become the international currency of
 exchange, was 'good as gold' and did not need to be converted.

 In developing countries, the accelerated processes of production and accumula
 tion?stimulated by massive infusions of direct foreign aid and investments?
 required strong, often paramilitary corporatist regimes to overcome traditionalist
 and socialist sources of resistance. To prevent the Soviet Union from interfering with
 these developing countries, and to forestall indigenous radical movements of self
 determination, the United States intervened recurrently: whether directly, as in Korea
 in 1950-53, Vietnam from 1950-73, Lebanon in 1958, Cuba in 1961, the Dominican
 Republic in 1965, and in Grenada in 1983; or indirectly, as in Iran in 1953, in
 Guatemala in 1954, in Indonesia in 1958-60 and 1965, in Chile 1970-73 and today in
 Nicaragua. Nor is this list by any means complete.

 Moreover, in many cases the United States relied upon nuclear threats to suppress
 challenges to the global order it had sponsored: in Northern Iran in 1946, Berlin in
 1948, Korea in 1950 and 1953, The People's Republic of China in 1958, Cubain 1962,
 the Middle East in 1973, Vietnam in 1954, 1968 and 1972, and most recently, through
 the carte blanche implied by the Carter Doctrine on behalf of the Rapid Deployment
 Force in the Persian Gulf.25

 The purpose of recounting these episodes is threefold: first, to suggest that
 American post-war hegemony required that the United States exercise policy and
 counter-revolutionary functions world-wide; second, to show that the role of nuclear
 weapons has never been confined to homeland deterrence but has been part of an
 extended strategy of more flexible intervention; and third, that the terms in which
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 American strategy was articulated and debated have been inadequate to compre
 hending the overall connections of US extended nuclear deterrence.

 US military strategy was not simply part of national security policy that anticipated
 potential foreign aggression. It was and remains part of a much broader post-war
 strategy of securing the spheres of social reproduction required for maintaining the

 American?and Western?way of life. Within its own post-war order the United
 States exercised protectorate functions, while outside that order the United States
 sought to isolate and pressure the Soviet Union. The establishment of such a strategic
 framework placed nuclear weapons within the framework of international political
 economy. And this position meant that notwithstanding the much-heralded claims of
 a 'nuclear revolution', of fundamentally new orientations towards strategy, war and
 peace, these weapons were never merely instruments of strategic deterrence. This
 may well be the hope of those who advocate a policy of minimal homeland deterrence
 against first-use. But the historical record suggests another relationship. It suggests a
 continuing dynamic of power projection carried over to the nuclear age.26

 This dynamic manifests itself in the repeated modifications which deterrence
 underwent over the post-war years: modifications wherever and whenever the United
 States confronted the considerable counterweight of the Soviet Union. Simply stated,
 as the Soviet Union began to catch up with the long lead enjoyed by US strategy,
 there arose constraints upon America's ability to exercise its post-war functions. The
 threat of nuclear intervention became less credible. NATO's strategy of massive
 retaliation similarly lost credibility as it became potentially suicidal. With the advent
 of Sputnik in 1957 and the subsequent Soviet capability to deploy intercontinental
 strategic warheads, the American land-based arsenal increasingly lost its sanctuary
 status.27

 American power projection suddenly ran up against constraints that a decade
 before would have been unimaginable. The custodians of US strategic culture could
 not tolerate limits or restraints upon their historic freedom to act. Even in outer
 space, that realm of seemingly inexhaustible possibilities, which during the Kennedy
 administration became part of 'the New Frontier', the US was confronted with limits
 to expansion. As if in a replay of what the noted historian Frederick Jackson Turner
 had earlier observed as a palpable sense of closure of the American frontier
 experienced by the country in the late nineteenth century,28 the United States in the
 middle of the post-war era again became uncomfortable with constraints, this time
 imposed, so to speak, in the frontier of outer space. Thus the country desperately
 resorted to renewed efforts in breaking through the closed-down borders. It plugged
 up all the holes and filled in all the gaps that had appeared: the bomber gap, the
 missile gap, the anti-ballistic missile gap, the 'window of vulnerability'. But of course
 new kinds of gaps were to be expected given the determined Soviet effort to catch up.
 Today we have them again in the form of an intelligence gap and an SDI gap.

 The impetus for this filling in of deterrence does not just come from the likes of the
 RAND Institute, though it is surely within the strategic labyrinth that the basic terms
 of strategic discourse are produced. Insofar as that discourse is part of a larger array
 of political practices, a whole range of institutional pressures, some of them from the
 domestic political economy of the defence sector, some of them from the requisites of
 military planners, interact to sustain what might be called 'the intensification of
 power projection'. This intensification has meant a gradual shift in public emphasis
 from retaliatory deterrence to war-fighting doctrines at every plane of nuclear
 strategy. Of late it has meant the attempt to recapture the heady days of traditional
 American invulnerability through the construction of an impenetrable defensive
 shield.
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 But this attempt to yet further intensify American power projection itself
 founders. The political and economic conditions that had prevailed in the era of clear
 US hegemony have gradually begun to give way. It is by no means clear that the
 cultural hegemony of a strategic culture made in America and exported to Western
 Europe and the West will be able to bear the burdens heaped upon it in an era of
 altered global conditions. For the good old days of American dominance never rested
 alone on the country's still evident nuclear superiority. They rested rather, on a larger
 range of political, economic and cultural relations that no Strategic Defense Initiative
 will be able to reconstruct. Today the United States and the West must address the
 dilemmas engendered by the very strategy which they have relied upon for the last
 forty years.

 Alliance defense politics
 Briefly stated, there are three kinds of dilemmas to which extended deterrence has
 given rise.

 The first concerns the economics of burden sharing: paying for extended
 deterrence. Post-war reconstruction has worked, perhaps too well, and the United
 States finds itself balancing economic co-operation with economic competition:
 renewed competition with those very states which it helped rebuild and with whom it
 had erected a co-operative multilateral framework. Thus we witness mounting
 pressures for the Allies to assume a greater share of defence spending, and these
 efforts at prodding are accompanied by more aggressive pressures exercised through
 the Mansfield and Nunn Amendments and related attempts to get the Nakasone
 government in Japan to commit itself to more than 1 per cent of GNP in defence
 appropriations. The imbalances created by the loss of American economic power
 have now required the United States to pay for its overseas adventures and military
 budget by two means which it had been able to avoid in the era of dominance:
 massive budget deficits, and effective taxation of its allies through high interest rates
 that siphon their investment capital into the United States.

 The second dilemma generated by extended deterrence concerns uneasiness by the
 Allies over their subordinate status and over the ambiguous character of this sub
 ordination. On the one hand, the credibility of deterrence strategy for the West
 European NATO partners depends upon American security guarantees. This
 relationship is entirely a political one, just as the issue of possible decoupling led to
 the deployment in Europe of cruise and Pershing II missiles as political symbols of

 America's commitment. On the other hand, however, this strategic subordination
 entails restraints imposed upon European sovereignty as its fate is tied to decisions
 made in Washington. Thus the uneasiness about American interventionism for fear
 of its implicating the Continent in a war whose origins lie outside Europe: for
 instance, the case of Libya in the spring of 1986, when the continental NATO lands
 refused both diplomatic and military support for the aerial raid upon Tripoli. This
 tension between Western Europe and the United States is exacerbated as the Allies
 exercise various political strategies of d?tente?'Ostpolitik', visits to Moscow, the
 gas pipeline, the Helsinki human rights accords?and express a distinct uneasiness
 over the newer strategies of US power projection, including SDI and Air-Land
 Battle for NATO.

 The third dilemma engendered by extended deterrence has to do with the way
 in which America's strategic culture of technological innovation and war
 fighting strategies?replete, perhaps, with defensive shields?exacerbates European
 insecurity by deepening antagonisms with the Soviet Union. Soviet strategic culture
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 has for historical reasons become acutely sensitive to (renewed) interventionism from
 Western powers. In response it has devised a strategic culture of what might be called

 'defensive projection': the establishment of a protective East European glacis on its
 western border and a Warsaw Pact strategy designed to launch an immediate
 counter-offensive westward should NATO initiate war.29 This politically defensive
 but none the less militarily ominous, indeed, offensive strategy has, in conjunction
 with American-sponsored strategies, created a mutually interactive arms race based
 upon the dual preparation for war-fighting. At the European level this has meant the
 division and dual occupation of the Continent and its transformation into the most
 heavily militarized region on earth. As a result, Europe's security increasingly resides
 not in political co-operation but in a kind of strategic stand-off in which weapons
 systems and foreign divisions face one another and create a modicum of peace.

 The ensuing militarization of the Continent has a subtly corrosive effect on the
 integral hegemony of post-war stabilization. While post-war relations between the

 Atlantic Community and the Third World were always based upon the manifest
 coercion of Western military force and the support of dictatorial 'modernizing'
 regimes, relations among the advanced industrial societies were always predicated on
 the combined fruits of economic reconstruction and the absence of those generalized
 wars which had long-wracked the Continent. This was the promise of extended
 deterrence: to consolidate order among the advanced capitalist states; to fend off
 socialist incursions, and under the guise of flexible response and developmental
 assistance to eradicate opposition at the periphery. This is why even social democrats
 had to tolerate American interventionism. France, unwilling to trust the United
 States to patrol French strategic interests, took these tasks upon itself, both through
 its 'force de frappe' and through its conspicuous military presence in North and West

 Africa. But with the proliferation of Third World post-colonial and anti-imperialist
 wars since the end of the Second World War, and with the determined Soviet effort to
 catch up with the United States, the result has been something far different than that
 foreseen by the architects of extended deterrence. The strategies of stabilization have
 not worked. The result is the growing incidence of wars, a steady rise in military
 expenditures world-wide as a percentage of gross national product, the spread of

 military regimes throughout the Third World and into NATO itself (in the form,
 first, of Franco's Spain, then Greece and now Turkey), and mounting pressures upon
 the Europeans, both East and West, to go along with the superpowers in programmes
 of rearmament.30 The integral organic hegemony of the post-war era is thereby
 gradually being tightened up and subjected to the domesticating pressures of
 political-military integration.

 Counter-hegemony and a post-strategic culture

 The development of the European peace movement must be seen in the light of these
 historical conditions. The peace movement was able to emerge not only because of
 specific security dilemmas but also, indeed mainly, because of the altered post-war
 terms of political, economic and cultural relations which produced those dilemmas.
 It is a social movement that arose to protest the fact that the two strategic cultures of
 'power projection' and 'defensive projection' have converged upon the German

 German border under the aegis of a kind of double superpower hegemony. The peace
 movement is more than a diffuse sentiment, however, for it is a conglomeration of
 interlapping critical social movements with strong ties to parliamentary social
 democracy, environmental movements, the Protestant Churches and anti-nuclear
 power groups.31 Extra-parliamentary representatives of the peace movement have
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 dared to politicize in a radical manner the suspicions furtively uttered by more
 cautious parliamentarians regarding the increasing irrationality of extended
 deterrence. And this movement has developed a counter-expertise in the strategic
 discourse that has decoded and deconstructed the arcana of deterrence in order to
 reveal its political content and to render it pristine for purposes of a democratic
 debate.

 The political content of deterrence is the attempt to preserve the optimal conditions
 for the social reproduction of a multilateral world order of free trade under

 American patronage and to fend off any possible socialist incursions into this system.
 The Soviet Union has been incapable on its own terms of building a socialist world
 system of comparable political and economic strength. The Soviet Union has been
 forced, instead, to rely upon its considerable military force and upon the enduring
 legacy of Marxist-Leninist ideology. The rather successful efforts of the Soviet

 Union to reach nuclear parity without showing any signs of relenting from its
 competiton with the United States led E. P. Thompson to note the creation of a
 common deadly mutually interacting strategic culture of 'exterminism'.32

 Insofar as the European peace movements have posed fundamental challenges to
 American and Soviet strategic cultures, and insofar as they have suggested alterna
 tive, strictly defensive arrangements outside the prevailing logics of deterrence and
 nuclear threat, we can consider them as participating in the making of an alternative
 strategic culture. It is an alternative strategic culture that seeks to politicize the
 strategic debate and to challenge the ability of post-war states?and the Alliance as a
 whole?to establish the scope of world politics.

 While the peace movements may have declined of late as conspicuous expressions
 of discontent, the vigorous nature of debates regarding 'nonpr o vocative defense',
 'security partnerships' across the German-German border, and the wholesale
 removal of specific weapons systems are but expressions of a far more pervasive
 unease?extending, it would seem, into the strategic community itself?about the
 future of long-prevalent strategies. These debates have established themselves in a

 manner that will not fade. Spain may well have voted to remain in NATO, but the
 fact of a referendum on the issue itself in March 1986 is important evidence of a
 popular challenge to the dominant strategic culture.

 These debates derive from more than fear about nuclear war. They are part of a
 larger organic crisis in the ability of the United States?and the West?to sustain the
 economic growth, military predominance, political stability and cultural promise that
 together comprised the hegemony of the whole post-war strategic project. The
 relative decline of the US political economy has given rise to renewed talk about a

 West European Union. The Strategic Defense Initiative, so heatedly debated on both
 sides of the Atlantic, has thoroughly divided constituencies whose traditional unity
 characterized post-war arrangements. The total disagreement within the strategic
 community about the feasibility and desirability of Star Wars has led to far wider
 dilemmas now confronting the Alliance. Today these dilemmas take the form of
 increased national competition for armaments contracts and for overseas arms sales.

 They take the form, too, of rivalry between the Americans and the French-based
 EUREKA programme for civilian-oriented technological spin-offs from military
 driven research and development. And looming over all of this is the threat of
 renewed nationalism, such as that of the West German CSU, or a reinvigorated, if
 somewhat more moderate, militarization along continentalist lines, such as plans for
 enhanced Franco-German military co-operation. Each of these strategies enters the
 breach now opened up with the advent of SDI.33

 It will take an extraordinary effort on the part of peace movements on both sides of
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 the Atlantic ocean to articulate critical alternatives to the associated threats of a
 French 'nouvelle Realpolitique', Euro-centric militarization, or heightened
 American reassertionism. Among the most important issues here is whether in the
 face of a strategic dead-end to the whole enterprise of power projection a popular

 American movement can gain entry and acquire legitimacy for alternatives to the
 dominant strategic culture.

 In a way inconceivable twenty years ago, the strategic culture underpinning the
 Alliance is now under pressure and in the midst of erosion. Whether alternative
 strategic cultures will be able to deepen and expand the democratization of the
 strategic debates is a question that cannot be easily answered. But this much at least
 has been achieved: classical problems of 'defense strategy' are being publicly
 discussed as political issues. Nuclear strategy is no longer a technical enterprise
 reserved for the avatars of conventional strategic studies. But if issues of nuclear
 strategy and peace are to be properly located within the broader framework of
 political, economic and cultural debate, then the peace movements will have to
 broaden the terms of their own discussions and engage more critically those social
 forces within the civil societies of both sides of the Atlantic that have heretofore
 produced one particular strategic culture.

 Given the terms by which hegemony in the Gramscian sense is produced and
 reinforced, many of the categories so dear to the peace movement will have to be
 recast. The production of hegemony is not simply due to the efforts of one state over
 others: the production and distribution of organic hegemony involves relations of
 power and integration that can no longer be confined to the ?lites of one state, nor to
 one country, as if other countries were helpless, innocent victims, and as if
 disarmament were a nonpartisan issue disconnected from other social conflicts along
 lines of class, race, gender, environmentalism and regionalism. To make peace part
 of a counter-hegemonic struggle, however, the peace movement will have to broaden
 its base and not seek to reproduce the kind of incremental reformism that has so
 crippled other oppositional movements in the West. Thus while counter-strategic
 intellectuals have emphasized alternative defence strategies and more far-reaching
 arms control and disarmament plans, to leave the issue at this level is to accept the
 prevailing terms of a hegemonic world order. The comforts of such a posture are
 evident. Peace is thereby construed as a technical achievement requiring but adjust
 ments in strategy. Advocates of this position thereby acquire a certain status within
 the centres of power. And the basic trajectory of Western culture is thereby
 preserved, indeed saluted, as capable of sustaining a more secure world order. These
 accommodations are, of course, appealing. This is, after all, the real strategy of
 hegemony: to turn the sharp edges of dissent into the smooth pearls of conformity; to
 make the exercise of power invisible and to swallow up those who might challenge it.

 If a counter-hegemonic, post-strategic culture is ever to emerge, it will have to
 come from a broad based alliance of diverse social forces mobilized simultaneously
 along lines far broader than those posed by the peace movements of late. Such an
 alliance will have to reach out beyond the Atlantic to embrace those at the periphery
 of the world who heretofore have been at the receiving end of strategic culture.
 Perhaps it is, after all, unduly Americo-centric to limit that culture to the practices of
 the United States. For strategic practice has pervasive and ugly roots as well in that

 modern European world order which originally gave rise to the United States. What
 concerns peace movements, then, is the consolidation of these global relations, not
 under American dominance alone but within the terms of neo-Gramscian hegemony
 on a trans-Atlantic basis. Thus it is misguided to limit the terms of critique to a
 strictly American strategic culture. If this were a criticism of this article, then I would
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 accept it. The larger connections need to be revealed, as elsewhere I have sought to
 do.34 But there none the less may be some value in emphasizing, as this article has, the
 peculiarly American twist given to that trajectory of organized violence by which
 hegemonic orders have sustained themselves.
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